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ABSTRACT

Observations of top-of-atmosphere radiances from the Advanced Himawari Imager (AHI) blue, green,

and red spectral bands can be used to produce high-temporal-resolution, true-color imagery at 1-km spatial

resolution over the Asia–Pacific region. To enhance interpretability and aesthetic appearance of these

images, the top-of-atmosphere radiance data are processed to remove the Rayleigh-scattered atmospheric

component, corrected for limb effects, blended with brightness temperature data from a thermal infra-

red window band at night, and the resultant imagery adjusted to optimize contrast. The contribution of

Rayleigh scattering to the AHI observations is calculated by interpolating radiative transfer parameters

from a preconstructed set of lookup tables, which are specifically created for the Himawari-8 AHI in-

strument. A surface reflectance value for each pixel is calculated after the Rayleigh contribution is re-

moved. The spectrally dependent reflectance values produced from the lookup table differ from the exact

calculation by up to 18% at the planetary limb, over 100% at the solar terminator, and by less than 0.5% at

low to moderate solar and sensor zenith angles. The subsequent corrections applied for limb effects mit-

igate the areas with high interpolation error, which slightly reduces the spatial coverage, but provides

Rayleigh-corrected surface reflectance products that have interpolation errors at or below 0.5%. Reso-

lution sharpening increases the nominal pixel size from 1000 to 500 m while still producing sharp images.

The resultant images are colorful, visually intuitive, high contrast, and of sufficient spatial and temporal

resolution to provide a unique and complementary observational tool for use by weather forecasters and

the general public alike.

1. Introduction

As well as being visually more appealing than shades

of gray (grayscale), true-color imagery provides a far

more information-rich and intuitive palette for at-

a-glance rapid interpretation of remotely sensed im-

agery, useful for operational analysts and nonexperts

alike (Miller et al. 2012). With true color, the ocean

appears blue, and the land appears green or brown

depending on vegetation content and health, rather

than various shades of gray, making it far easier to dis-

tinguish the coastline, shallow water, and the deep ocean.

Cloud, dust, and smoke offer very little contrast against

the background in grayscale, but in color, atmospheric

dust tends to be tan, smoke can appear in various

bluish-white to dark brown hues, and meteorological

clouds are almost universally white. Brown/red areas of

deforestation and dark black burn scars produce strong

contrast against surrounding green vegetation. Imag-

ery at spatial resolution of 1 km or finer allows the

structure of the cloud to be more easily observed, such

as the overshooting tops of storm systems, providing

meteorologists with extra tools to improve forecasts.

In short, color imagery adds an extra dimension to the

information available from grayscale-only images and

more closely matches how humans naturally perceive

the world around them. Broadband visible detectors

are typically displayed as grayscale intensity in visual-

ization system. If the red, green, and blue parts of the

spectrum are imaged separately, via narrowband re-

sponse functions, they can be combined as a true-color
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image using a visual display system. The blending of the

intensities of the three bands can produce themillions of

colors perceptible by normal human vision. By scaling

the intensity in a way that mimics the retinal response,

such imagery can be made to closely resemble what a

human observer would see (or ‘‘true’’ to human vision)

from the same vantage point. True-color imagery has

been available for many years with polar-orbiting sat-

ellites such as Landsat and MODIS, utilizing methods

such as those described by Gumley et al. (2010). De-

pending on the position on Earth, Landsat images each

location at least every 16 days. MODIS images the

equatorial region at least once per day during daylight

hours and the polar region every 99min (due to over-

lapping swaths). This observational frequency does not

allow rapidly changing features to be adequately ob-

served. Until recently, true color was not available from

a geostationary platform, but this has changed with the

launch of Himawari-8.

2. The Himawari-8 Advanced Himawari Imager

With the Advanced Himawari Imager (AHI), the

spectral capability from previous satellites has in-

creased to six reflective (three visible and three near

infrared), one transitional (shortwave infrared), and

nine emissive (thermal infrared) bands, dramatically

advancing the scope of applications possible from the

geostationary platform. The Advanced Himawari Im-

ager (Bessho et al. 2016) is the flagship environmental

sensor of Himawari-8. AHI, a next-generation radi-

ometer, scans the full disk (for a field of regard cen-

tered at 08N, 140.78E) with 16 bands over a wide

spectral range, including the notional red, green, and

blue spectral bands required for true-color imagery

rendering. Launched on 7 October 2014, AHI is the first

of a series of advanced geostationary meteorological

imagers. A similar sensor, the Advanced Baseline Im-

ager (ABI) (Schmit et al. 2017), now flies aboard the

U.S. Geostationary Operational Environmental Satel-

lite (GOES) R series, and the Korean Geostationary

KoreaMulti-Purpose Satellite-2a [GEO-KOMPSAT-2A

(GK-2A)] launched in December 2018 and houses

the Advanced Meteorological Imager (AMI) (Korea

Meteorological Administration 2018). AHI is con-

figured to scan the full disk every 10min. During this

interval, it also scans a mesoscale box over Japan

4 times, a selectable target area (e.g., a tropical cyclone)

4 times, and two landmark areas (used primarily for

navigation) 20 times. During each scan band 3 (the no-

tional red band at 0.64-mm central wavelength) is im-

aged at a spatial resolution of 500m, bands 1 (blue;

0.47mm), 2 (green; 0.51mm), and 4 (near infrared;

0.856mm) at a resolution of 1 km, with the remaining

12 bands imaged at a resolution of 2 km (JMA 2015).

The rich spectral diversity of the 16 bands permits a

multitude of different products to be calculated. The

blue, green, and red regions of the visible can be com-

bined as a red–green–blue (RGB) composite to create

geostationary true-color imagery for the first time over

the Asia–Pacific region. A number of corrections can

then be applied to the imagery to make it more vivid or

visually rich so that features are more perceptive to the

eye. The following sections detail a methodology for

rendering vivid true-color imagery, beyond the simple

combination of the red, green, and blue bands.

3. Correcting for the Rayleigh scattering within
the atmosphere

To produce the best-quality imagery, a number of

processing steps are required. An important process

that is often ignored when producing true-color imag-

ery from satellite instruments is compensating for

the effect of the atmosphere on the propagation of

light. As with any instrument sensing Earth from the

vantage point of space, AHI imagery is affected by the

intervening atmosphere. If one is interested in deriving

products from the reflected or emitted radiation from

the surface then a full atmospheric correction would

need to be applied. If the goal is to produce imagery,

which would include smoke, dust, and cloud, normally

considered contaminants with full atmospheric cor-

rection processes, then only atmospheric effects that

detract from the clarity of the imagery need be con-

sidered. Among the many mechanisms by which short-

wave light interacts with the atmosphere, Rayleigh

scattering (RS) is the dominant effect overall (Hsu et al.

2004; Wang 2016), and occurs where the geometric size

of the scattering species is much smaller than the

wavelength of the radiation being scattered. Visible light

is Rayleigh scattered by the gaseous constituents of

the atmosphere with the interaction more predominant

at the blue end of the spectrum, meaning that uncor-

rected color imagery from space will have an unwanted

‘‘bluish haze.’’

Quantitative description and correction for the RS

component of the satellite-observed signal requires

the use of a radiative transfer model. Models such as

MODTRAN5 (Berk et al. 2008) can be used to ade-

quately quantify the RS effects based on the collec-

tion of standard atmospheres included within the model

and the geometry between the sun, Earth’s surface, and

the satellite sensor. As a single full disk of an AHI im-

age contains several hundred million pixels, and a new

image is produced every 10min, it is impractical to
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perform a rigorous atmospheric correction by running

a full radiative transfer calculation on a pixel by pixel

basis, especially for real-time imagery production. An

alternative approach is to parameterize the components

of the atmospheric correction for specific sensors us-

ing code like the Simple Method of Atmospheric Cor-

rection (SMAC) (Rahman and Dedieu 1994) and then

apply a set of simple equations to the satellite data.

Another approach, used for this work, is to generate a

set of lookup tables (LUTs) based on radiative trans-

fer calculations covering a set of specified geometries

between the satellite, Earth, and sun. Using the LUTs,

simple interpolations between these specified geome-

tries are required, and then a simple set of equations

are applied to the satellite data (Guanter et al. 2009;

Vermote and Vermeulen 1999; Lyapustin et al. 2011).

Observations from geostationary satellite sensors ex-

tend to much higher sensor zenith angles than do those

from sun-synchronous polar orbiters such as MODIS

and VIIRS. While the most extreme angles are largely

avoided with polar orbiters, research into the use of

lookup tables with polar orbiters has shown (Wang 2016)

that estimates of Rayleigh scatter exhibit increasing

error as sensor zenith angles (and the corresponding

pathlength through the atmosphere) increase. As found

in previous research (Miller et al. 2016), errors are

much greater with the extremities of geostationary

sensors and require special mitigation procedures.

The primary objective of this work is to produce near-

real-time true-color imagery from AHI that is useful

to both forecasters and the general public. Forecasters

also use RGB imagery created from combinations of

IR and reflective bands to highlight properties of the

atmosphere (air mass, severe convection, etc.), re-

ferred to as ‘‘false color’’ imagery, as well as true-

color imagery from uncorrected AHI data. It is also

anticipated that Rayleigh-corrected reflectance data

will contribute to improvements in all RGB combi-

nations and true-color imagery used by the Bureau of

Meteorology. True color serves as a useful companion

to false-color imagery, providing the analyst with an

intuitive baseline for interpreting various enhance-

ment colors.

4. Methods and discussion

The remainder of this paper describes the genera-

tion of an LUT for atmospheric correction, its use in

producing a Rayleigh-corrected reflectance dataset, and

the subsequent processing steps required to create a

true-color image. Whereas this development is done in

the context of Himawari-8 AHI, it is generally applica-

ble to any sensor with the prerequisite bands required

for true-color imagery with full knowledge of the optical

properties of those bands.

a. The data

The Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) receives full-disk

Himawari-8 AHI data at its native resolutions of 2 km

(bands 5–16), 1 km (bands 1, 2, and 4), and 500m

(band 3). These data, provided by JMA in Himawari

Standard Format (HSF), are supplied as counts

along with a calibration table that provides co-

efficients to convert counts to spectral radiance (L)

in units Wm22 sr21mm21 for each of the 16 bands. In-

formation on HSF data can be found in the user’s

manual (JMA 2015). The temporal resolution of 10min,

apart from two observational periods at 0240 and

1440 UTC which are devoted to housekeeping on the

satellite, results in reception of 142 images a day. This

ingest yields over 382GB of data per day that are stored,

processed, and disseminated to forecasters and re-

searchers in near–real time.

b. Radiative transfer modeling and atmospheric
correction

The atmospheric correction process used for this work

outputs intermediate products in radiance units. All

AHI data processed by the atmospheric correction code

are scaled to match the radiance units of the radiative

transfer model of mWcm22 sr21 nm21. This work enlists

the MODTRAN5 (Berk et al. 2008) radiative transfer

model, and its configuration for the current applica-

tion very closely follows the methods of Guanter et al.

(2009) and A. Rodger (2009, private communication).

MODTRAN allows the user to specify an illumination

source (generally the sun), a target (such as Earth’s

surface), an atmosphere (either predefined or user

defined), and an observer location and associated geometry

(e.g., an Earth-viewing satellite instrument). MODTRAN

also allows the user to define numerous processing op-

tions, and the specifics of the setup of MODTRAN as

used for this work are described in the appendix.

Radiative transfer theory provides a means of quan-

tifying the atmospheric effect on radiation in terms of

various parameters, and from Guanter et al. (2009), the

radiative transfer equation can be expressed as

L
TOA

(r)5L
p
(0)1

T[EY
g (0)r

p(12 rS)
, (1)

where LTOA(r) is the at-sensor radiance, Lp(0) is the

diffuse radiance from the surface level to the top of

atmosphere under the assumption of zero surface re-

flectance, T[ is the total upward transmittance, EY
g (0) is

the downwelling irradiance at the surface decoupled
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from the surface, S is the spherical albedo of the atmo-

sphere accounting for multiple scattering between the

atmosphere and surface, and r is the surface reflec-

tance. The angular dependency is not explicitly stated

in Eq. (1), but it should be noted that Eq. (1) must be

solved for each discrete set of view zenith angle, solar

zenith angle, and relative azimuth.

The terms in Eq. (1), namely, Lp(0), E
Y
g (0), T

[, and S,

can be determined using MODTRAN 7sc output files.

Equation (1) can be rearranged in terms r, which can be

determined once the at-sensor radiance and the radi-

ance components from MODTRAN are substituted

into Eq. (1). This requires that MODTRAN is run twice

for identical atmospheric conditions using distinct sur-

face reflectance values for each run. The exact values

used for surface reflectance are not important, but there

must be some separation between the reflectance values.

For this application, surface reflectance values of 0.5

and 1.0 were used. The process of deriving the four re-

quired radiative transfer components [Lp(0), E
Y
g (0), T

[,

and S] using MODTRAN 7sc output is described in

the appendix.

MODTRAN is configured to produce output over

the range 350–2550nm at 1-nm resolution. This means

that the surface reflectance over this range at 1-nm in-

tervals can also be produced, with important implica-

tions for the generalization of this approach. Namely, in

Eq. (1), LTOA can come from any instrument with a

spectral response that falls within the wavelength range

simulated by MODTRAN. To apply the MODTRAN

results to other sensors, the MODTRAN input simply

needs to be subsampled and modified to match the

characteristics of the instrument. This process is referred

to as band averaging via the sensor relative spectral re-

sponse (RSR) functions.

In general, it is possible to obtain RSR functions for

satellite instruments from the organizations that operate

the satellite (in this case, JMA). These are commonly

available as normalized spectra spanning the band.

Figure 1 shows the RSR for the first four bands of the

AHI instrument. As the sensors are calibrated against

known radiometric and spectral standards it is not nec-

essary to have the absolute response, so long as the

RSR are known. The spectral response is important

when trying to match modeled data to the detector, as

the objective is to model what the detector would see

if it were observing the same conditions as described

by the model. To do this, the model-generated spectra

are convolved with the RSR of the band of interest.

In practice, the first step is to interpolate the higher-

resolution band RSR to match the spectral resolution of

the model output. Doing so allows the band-averaging

calculation, shown in Eq. (2), to be made computation-

ally efficient:

R
av
5
� f (l

i
)RSR(l

i
)

�RSR(l
i
)

, (2)

where f (li) are the modeled spectral values and

RSR(li) are the band RSR values with li denoting

wavelength at 1-nm steps.

All the spectral components derived from MODTRAN

are band averaged first before they are used in the en-

suing calculations.

FIG. 1. Relative or normalized spectral response function for bands 1–4 of theHimawari-8AHI

instrument.
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To compensate for the coarse LUT increments, the

values for the four radiative transfer components

(RTCs) from Eq. (1) are interpolated from the LUTs.

Each LUT can be considered to contain four (one for

each band) three-dimensional grids of solar zenith

angle (SZA) 3 relative azimuth (RA) 3 view zenith

angle (VZA) values. To interpolate to an actual pixel

value, the eight nearest pixel values are selected

from the three-dimensional LUT, and a trilinear in-

terpolation method (Kang 2006) is used to derive each

pixel value.

ACCURACY OF LUT INTERPOLATION

The Rayleigh corrected (RC) reflectance values

calculated from interpolating from the lookup tables

will have some error compared to using exact view

zenith angles, solar zenith angles, and relative azi-

muth for each pixel. This error can be assessed by

comparing reflectance values calculated by using ex-

act angular values in MODTRAN runs and those de-

rived from the lookup tables.

Pixel position were selected on the full Himawari-8

disk to get a range of VZA, SZA, and RA. At these

positions, MODTRAN was run using the exact values

for VZA, SZA, and RA. The reflectance values for

specific Himawari-8 scenes were then derived for

these points using the MODTRAN runs. Reflectance

values for each scene at the selected pixel positions

were also determined using the lookup tables. Pixel

properties (VZA, SZA, RA, and reflectance) were

extracted at the approximate positions shown in

Fig. 2 for both interpolated and exact values. The

points are for every 250th pixel down and along the

line 3000 pixels from the southern and western edges,

respectively. The southernmost and easternmost points

shown here are composed of 5 pixels at 10-pixel spacing,

which were selected to show the rapid changes at Earth’s

limbs but cannot be resolved individually in Fig. 2.

A few pixel positions are marked in Fig. 2 for refer-

ence including where the groups of multiple pixels are

located.

The solar geometries were extracted for the scene

of 0250 UTC 2 February 2016. This gave 52 unique

positions for which all the band-equivalent RTCs

were generated. These RTCs were then used to

calculate Rayleigh-corrected reflectance for the

52 points for bands 1 to 4 ofHimawari-8. The same data

were generated using the precalculated LUT and in-

terpolation methods. This gave a set of 52 points where

interpolated results could be compared to the exact re-

sults. This analysis is shown in section 5a. Another

image was selected on the 2016 autumnal equinox

(20 March) when the path of the subsolar point was

directly along the equator. The image selected was

at 0800 UTC where the solar terminator is close to

the nadir point of Himawari-8. Figure 3 shows

points where pixel properties have been extracted,

but due to the spacing between samples, these po-

sitions are mostly not able to be resolved in Fig. 3.

The arrangement in Fig. 3 gives values with high

SZA but low VZA near the terminator. The oppo-

site is true near the dayside limb of Earth where

SZA is low and VZA is high. Pixel positions where

the SZA is greater than 908 and some of the pixels

with high VZA will not actually produce reflectance

values because the radiative transfer model considers

there to be no solar illumination or they are not visible

to the sensor.

c. Color correction, pathlength correction, resolution
sharpening, and image enhancement

The primary motivation for the Rayleigh-corrected

data is to generate true-color or RGB images either

for forecasters or for public outreach. The Himawari-8

AHI data have other issues that cannot be addressed

completely with Rayleigh correction alone, and the

limiting assumptions of the RS correction require

ad hoc modification in some areas as well. This sec-

tion will detail the steps required to take Rayleigh-

corrected data and produce vibrant RGB images

where herein vibrant is defined as having clarity, good

contrast, improved dynamic range, best available res-

olution, good color reproduction, and being free of

artifacts.

1) COLOR CORRECTION

The AHI sensor on board Himawari-8 includes a

green band centered at 0.51mm. This band is slightly

blueshifted compared to the 0.55mm found on many

other sensors with true-color capability (MODIS,

Landsat, VIIRS, Worldview3, etc.). Vegetation has a

peak reflectance around 0.55mm due to the presence

of chlorophyll, which is why most of these other

sensors’ green bands target this peak. As a result,

vegetation in AHI RGB imagery appears browner

and bare earth appears redder than with the afore-

mentioned sensors (Miller et al. 2016). To replicate

the behavior of sensors with a band centered on

0.55mm, Miller et al. (2016) use AHI band 4 in

combination with band 2 to produce a hybrid green

band. The band 4 (0.86mm) reflected signal is higher

for chlorophyll and barren soil silicates, and almost

completely absorbed by water. As such, its tenden-

cies are similar, but amplified, compared to those at

0.55mm. To make use of this spectral behavior, a

small fraction of band 4 is blended with band 2 to
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produce a new green band that is more responsive to

vegetation and barren soils:

G
h
5 (12F)3B

2
1F3B

4
, (3)

where B2 and B4 are the band 2 and band 4 reflectance

values, respectively, and F is the fractional contribution

(0.0 to 1.0) of B4. Benchmarking against space–time-

matched VIIRS data, Miller et al. (2016) determined

that F5 0:07 produces the closest match between the

hybrid and chlorophyll-optimized 0.55-mm reflectance.

Calculation of the hybrid green band is done after the

atmospheric correction process, for the purpose of cre-

ating true-color imagery.

2) CLOUD-DISRUPTED ATMOSPHERIC

PATHLENGTH CORRECTION

The Rayleigh correction does not account for clouds

and aerosol, and assumes that the pathlength is be-

tween space and the mean sea level (MSL) of Earth.

Thus, the RS (and other components) are computed

along the entire modeled pathlength. In some cases,

optically thick clouds will intersect with this clear

line-of-sight path and effectively reduce the actual

FIG. 2. Test points where exact observational geometric coordinates were extracted and used to generate RTM

outputs for 0250 UTC 2 Feb 2016.
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pathlength. The topographic surface height also re-

duces the pathlength, but the effect is far less than

for high clouds near the limb of Earth. The radiative

transfer model (RTM) could bemade more accurate by

taking the cloud height (and surface height) into ac-

count and adjusting the pathlength in the model to

match the actual pathlength. This could be added as an-

other dimension in the LUT. It would require a reason-

ably high-resolution topographic map of the full disk and

cloud-height information derived from the AHI data as

further inputs to the Rayleigh-correction process. As the

RTM is naively using the full pathlength, instances where

clouds and aerosol are present will be overcorrected

to varying degrees dependent on their height and

opacity. The effects of the overcorrection are not

noticeable except at very high view zenith and solar

zenith angles where pathlengths through the atmo-

sphere are much longer than at nadir. As RS has a

dependency on wavelength, blue and green wave-

lengths are overcorrected more than red wavelengths.

This results in a reddening (i.e., disproportionate blue/

green component reduction) of RGB imagery at the

FIG. 3. The SZAs, RA, and sensor zenith angles forHimawari-8AHI at 0800 UTC 20 Mar 2016. The white points

show where pixel values were compared to highlight interpolation error.
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limb. In their development of AHI true-color imag-

ery, Miller et al. (2016) identify and correct for this

limb reddening by adjusting the path contribution

using cloud-top brightness temperature (BT) of a ther-

mal infrared band as a first-order proxy for cloud height.

Himawari-8 AHI band 13 BT is used for this scaling.

Using Rayleigh optical depth calculations as a guideline,

their correction sets the path contribution to 30% of the

RTM path radiance for cloudy pixels with a BT less than

230K, does nothing if the pixel is greater than 280K, and

linearly scales from 100% to 30% between 280 and

230K. Equation (4) shows how this is implemented

mathematically, and Eq. (5) shows how Eq. (1) is re-

written to include pathlength scaling factor Psf:

P
sf
5

8>>>><
>>>>:

1:0, BT$ 280K

0:3, BT# 230K

0:31 (BT2 230)3

�
0:7

50

�
, 230,BT, 280K

,

(4)

r5
A

11AS
, (5)

where

A5p
[L

TOA
2L

p
(0)P

sf
]

EY
g (0)T[

.

The pathlength correction is applied over the entire

disk during the atmospheric correction process and will

thus contribute to the final reflectance products for Hi-

mawari-8 AHI bands 1–4. Since an actual cloud mask is

not used for this adjustment, certain clear-sky pixels

(especially land surface at high latitudes, where tem-

peratures can fall below 230K) will be subject to this

adjustment as well. These Rayleigh-corrected bands are

likely to be used by forecasters and interested re-

searchers, so it is important to note that this correction

has been introduced.

3) RESOLUTION SHARPENING

Himawari-8/9 AHI and the recently launched GEO-

KOMPSAT-2A AMI have a red centered band with

500-m nominal resolution. Operationally at the bureau,

Rayleigh-corrected data are produced at 500m for band

3 and at 1000m for the first four bands of the AHI

sensor. As band 3 is available at both 1000 and 500m, the

resolution-sharpening method described in Gumley

et al. (2010) can be used to produce reflectance data at

500m for bands 1–3 to be used in creating 500-m true-

color imagery. The method requires that the 1000-m

data are interpolated to 500m. The spatial-resolution

ratioR is determined by dividing the 1000-m band 3 data

interpolated to 500m (B3*) by the 500-m band 3 data (B3)

and applying R to the other two bands to sharpen the

resolution:

R5
B

3
*

B
3

B
1
5

B
1
*

R
B

2
5
B

2
*

R
. (6)

Applying the resolution sharpening as shown in

Eq. (6) yieldsB1 andB2 at 500m, which is now used with

B3 to generate 500-m true-color imagery. Care must be

taken when interpolating and downsampling to ensure

that the resolution sharpening works properly. The Ge-

ospatial Data Abstraction Library (GDAL) is used for

this work.

4) IMAGE ENHANCEMENT

True-color imagery is produced once the atmospheric

correction, color correction, and pathlength correc-

tion have been completed. With AHI true color is

constructed by applying band 3 (red), hybrid green, and

band 1 (blue) to the red–green–blue channels of anRGB

composite, respectively. The resultant imagery will ap-

pear dim unless the individual bands are enhanced to

replicate the response of human vision. Linearly rescaling

the imagery will result in the brighter pixels in the image

(generally the clouds) becoming saturated and thus losing

contrast and detail. The best results are achieved using

nonlinear rescaling such as a gamma correction, available

in most image-processing programs (Photoshop, Paint-

Shop Pro, ImageMagick, etc.). These byte-scaling and

gamma-correction processes are typically of the form

band
rescaled

5

�
band

original

255:0

�(1:0/g)
3 255:0, (7)

where g is the image scaling factor and this example

assumes bandoriginal is 8-bit (byte) data. The imagery

shown in this paper, where applicable, has had the

gamma correction from Eq. (7) applied. The gamma-

corrected imagery, while brighter, can still lack some

contrast, so a contrast enhancement is also performed.

Some trial and error was required to find values for g,

the contrast adjustment that achieves ‘‘pleasing looking’’

images, a judgement which is completely subjective and

is a matter of individual preference. It should be noted

here that various combinations of g and contrast can se-

lectively enhance clouds, land, or ocean but the focus of

this work is to produce an ‘‘all round’’ product. It should

also be noted that similar results may be achieved using

different nonlinear [e.g., a3 log10(band)1 c] scaling and

contrast enhancement methods.
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5) BLENDING

The blending of data at the extremities of solar and

satellite zenith angles is purely for aesthetic purposes.

High satellite and solar zenith angle pixels can have

very large and even negative reflectance values arti-

ficially induced by calculation error in the atmo-

spheric correction process. Miller et al. (2016) address

this by gradually blending in top-of-atmosphere (un-

corrected) data at high satellite and solar view zenith

angles. This method has been modified here. At the

planetary limb, the corrected data are multiplied by a

factor, which is linearly decreased from 1.0 to 0.0 over

the VZA range of 788 to 888. This gradually blends the
high satellite zenith angle values to that of the back-

ground space which replicates the look of the Miller

et al. (2016) approach and is easier to implement.

When the solar zenith angle exceeds 908 then there is

no direct sunlight and Earth is in shadow. The shad-

owed regions are replaced with brightness tempera-

ture data from band 13. Rather than a sharp cutoff at

the solar terminator, these data are blended into each

other. At the transition zone between 788 and 888 the
reflectance data are multiplied by factor, which is

linearly decreased from 1.0 to 0.0 with SZA, and the

IR data are multiplied by a factor which is linearly

increased from 0.0 to 1.0 over the same SZA range,

which gives a seamless transition between the two

datasets. This results in a more natural-looking tran-

sition from day to night.

5. Results

This section shows samples of the results achieved

by applying the corrections and enhancements discussed

in section 4.

a. Accuracy of the data interpolated from the
lookup tables

Determining the accuracy of the LUT interpolation

method is reasonably straightforward, as direct com-

parisons can be made between interpolated values

and MODTRAN runs with actual values for the

RTCs and the resultant Rayleigh corrected (RC)

reflectance values.

Figure 4 shows the percentage error in the Rayleigh

corrected (RC) reflectance interpolation for AHI bands

1 to 4. These errors are for the approximate pixel posi-

tions shown in Fig. 3 for 0250UTC 2 February 2016. This

shows that the error level increases toward the limb of

Earth where the VZA changes rapidly from pixel to

pixel. In Fig. 4, the SZA varies from 6.38 to 77.18, the

FIG. 4. Percentage error in the Rayleigh-corrected reflectance for VZA due to interpolation for Himawari-8 bands 1–4 for the two lines

of pixels (down and across) indicated in Fig. 2.
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VZA varies from 5.38 to 86.58, and the RA varies from

1.78 to 175.48. The highest values of RA do not occur at

the extremities, where VZA and SZA are high, so Fig. 4

shows that RA has a limited effect on the error associ-

ated with interpolation from the lookup tables. As the

AHI scene used to produce Fig. 4 was close to solar

noon, the SZA and VZA values will be close in value to

each other for each pixel, so they cannot be considered

independently.

Figure 5 shows the percentage error in the Rayleigh-

corrected reflectance interpolation for the line of

pixels marked in Fig. 3 for 0800 UTC 20 March 2016.

This transect has high VZA values toward pixel zero

and high SZA values toward pixel 3500. Interpolation

FIG. 5. Percentage error in the Rayleigh-corrected reflectance for pixel position due to interpolation for Himawari-8 bands 1–4 for the

geometry of the line of pixels indicated in Fig. 3.

FIG. 6. (left) The TOA image without Rayleigh correction with hybrid green color adjust-

ment and gamma brightening applied. (right) The full complement of corrections, adjustments,

and blending has been applied and represents the finished bottom-of-atmosphere product.

Himawari-8 scene from 0220 UTC 6 Jun 2016.
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errors in AHI band 1 approach 18% at a VZA of

nearly 868. The interpolation error is much higher for

the SZA, where the maximum error is 102% at an

angle of 89.98, although this is due to AHI being

capable of capturing data at higher SZA values.

These errors drop off for high sensor zenith angles for

longer-wavelength bands, but there is little drop-off

for high solar zenith angles for longer wavelengths.

The interpolation error due to sensor zenith is only

significant (greater than 5%) at angles greater than 808
and only for AHI bands 1 and 2. The interpolation

error due to SZA is significant at angles greater than

808 for the first three bands and becomes significant at

angles greater than 838 for band 4. These interpola-

tion errors are due to the rapid nonlinear change in

atmospheric pathlength at high zenith angles, and

commensurately higher Rayleigh scatter contributions

to the total signal. A small change in solar zenith angle

can result in a large increase in the pathlength between

the TOA and the surface. As the interpolation method

is linear and the angular step in the lookup table is

relatively coarse, it does not adequately address the

nonlinear behavior at high zenith angles, particularly

for solar zenith angles.

Figures 4 and 5 show that there can be large rela-

tive percentage differences in the determination of re-

flectance between interpolated LUTs and exact geometric

values in the RTM. These numbers and the underlying

data do not assess the actual error in reflectance, which

would require an independent source of verification data,

such as in situ reflectance measurements. However, these

figures do provide enough justification to remove or re-

place data at these high zenith angles, as the interpolation

error can be substantial.

b. Imagery results

The following section shows the effects of the cor-

rections and enhancements described in section 4 on the

resultant imagery.Unless specificallymentioned, only the

correction or enhancement being demonstrated has been

omitted from the processing chain to compare to a com-

pletely corrected and enhanced image.

1) IMPACT OF RAYLEIGH CORRECTION

Figure 6 shows the result of Rayleigh correction

applied to true-color imagery. The left panel shows

the result of color correction, brightening, and a con-

trast enhancement on non-Rayleigh-corrected imag-

ery, and the right-hand panel shows the same image

with Rayleigh correction included. This shows that

Rayleigh correction removes much of the atmo-

spheric haze and yields sharper contrast between

cloud and surface features, in addition to enhancing

surface detail overall.

2) IMPACT OF HYBRID GREEN CORRECTION

The application of theMiller et al. (2016) hybrid green

correction is evident in Fig. 7. Figure 7a shows the un-

corrected imagery with a noticeable red tinge where

there is sparse vegetation and the dense vegetation ap-

pears overly dark. Figure 7b, where the hybrid green

band is used, appears more like imagery from other

sensors where the green band is centered at approxi-

mately 555nm, as shown by Fig. 7c, which is theMODIS

Terra Rayleigh-corrected RGB image captured close to

the scan time of AHI.

FIG. 7. (a) Rayleigh-corrected AHI band 2 data, which have not

been corrected for color. (b) Band 2 data which have been blended

with band 4 data to create a hybrid green band. These data are from

2230 UTC 17Mar 2017. (c) The Rayleigh-corrected MODIS Terra

RGB image at 2335 UTC 17 Mar 2017.
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3) IMPACT OF ATMOSPHERIC PATH LENGTH

CORRECTION

Figure 8 shows the result of reducing the path radi-

ance at the limb when high cloud is present. The red

coloration is a result of the blue and green bands used in

the RGB combination being overcorrected with respect

to the red band. The top-right-hand corner of both panels,

where there is limited cloud, and the limb correction is not

applied, also shows some slight reddening. This over-

correction could be a result of the interpolation error from

the lookup table at high view zenith angles. It may be due

to limitations of the radiative transfer code at high angles,

which is difficult to quantify without corresponding in situ

measurements. It may be possible to improve the correc-

tion at the limb by reducing the angular increment in the

LUTs or by setting up the radiative transfer code differ-

ently. Adding height to the radiative transfer process is the

most obvious way to improve the uncertainty around the

pathlength. This would require the use of a cloud-height

product (derived from theAHIdata) andwould reduce the

timeliness of true-color imagery. As the goal of this work is

to produce imagery as fast as possible and not climate data

record–level products, the most simplistic (and fastest)

viable approach is used but could be improved.

4) IMPACT OF RESOLUTION SHARPENING

The resolution sharpening is evident in Fig. 9. This

shows the Faure sill in the Shark Bay region of Western

Australia. The sill is a large sandbar which covers the

inner bay or Hamelin pool. The 500-m data show far

more detail of the small channels that snake through the

sill, whereas the 1000-m data can only resolve the large

channels. The coastline is also poorly defined in the

1000-m data

FIG. 8. (top) A true-color image after Rayleigh correction but with no rescaling of the path

radiance. (bottom) Rescaling the path radiance based on cloud height removes the reddening

at high view zenith angles.

FIG. 9. The Shark Bay area of Western Australia at (left) 500 and (right) 1000m. The smaller channels in the Faure sill (the large sandbar

atop the inner bay) are visible in the 500-m imagery but not in the 1000-m imagery.
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5) IMPACT OF NONLINEAR IMAGE ENHANCEMENT

Figure 10 shows the result of applying nonlinear

scale brightening and contrast enhancement to a

Rayleigh- and color-corrected image. The top panel is

dull and has poor contrast, while the bottom panel is

brighter and has better contrast.

6) BLENDING AT THE LIMB AND WITH NIGHTTIME

INFRARED IMAGERY

The visible imagery is blended with black at the limb,

the proportion varying from 100% to 0% linearly with

view zenith angle from 788 to 888. This removes most

edge effects not previously removed by the pathlength

correction, most noticeably the prominent red edge in

Fig. 11. It also produces a more realistic-looking tran-

sition fromEarth to space than a sharp cutoff. High solar

zenith angles approaching 908 will also exhibit edge

effects, such as overcorrection due to the path radi-

ance calculation, which also produces a red edge. The

section on interpolation accuracy shows that there are

very large errors at the limb and solar terminator due to

interpolation, and these are the primary cause of the

overcorrection seen at the edges. These overcorrected

pixels can be blended out to remove the red edge (as

shown in Fig. 11), or IR brightness temperature imagery

FIG. 10. (top) The RGB image where gamma brightening and contrast have not been ap-

plied to the Rayleigh-corrected imagery. (bottom) These enhancements have been applied.

Both images show the south of the state of Victoria.

FIG. 11. (left) The unblended imagery at high solar zenith angles. The path radiance

calculated from MODTRAN overcorrects at shorter wavelengths which results in a

red rim. (right) This part of the image has been blended out to both remove these edge

effects and provide a more physically representative (and visually pleasing) effect than a

sharp cutoff.
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can be blended in at the solar transition to retain the

full-disk coverage, as shown in Fig. 12. Blending in IR

data makes time series animations more informative as

the movement of clouds can still be tracked over the

nighttime.

6. Conclusions

This paper describes a method to produce Rayleigh-

corrected true-color imagery from Himawari-8 AHI. A

lookup table approach is a sensible idea for this appli-

cation as running a pixel by pixel atmospheric correction

would be time prohibitive given that AHI data are

produced every 10min at a resolution of 1 km and there

are 121 million pixels in each scene. Interpolated values

from the lookup tables when used in radiative transfer

calculations approach 20% error in reflectance at the

planetary limb and over 100% at the solar terminator

compared to using exact derived values.

These extreme angle pixels at the planetary limb or

the solar terminator are blended to background values,

which largely negates any unwanted effects on the im-

agery from the limitations of the Rayleigh-correction

process.

As artifacts of the Rayleigh-correction process remain

in the imagery after all of the other corrections are run,

these areas at the angular extremities are masked by

either blending to background (space) values at the

limb, or brightness temperature values from a thermal

infrared band are gradually blended across the solar

terminator.

The interpolation error at higher zenith angles

could be improved by increasing the resolution of the

lookup tables at higher zenith angles. All the radia-

tive transfer modeling conducted for this work used

the U.S. standard atmosphere and sea level height.

Using other MODTRAN5 in-built atmospheric

models that better address the latitudinal and sea-

sonal differences of the global atmosphere may

provide an increase in accuracy and could be imple-

mented using the same lookup table structure.

The radiative transfer modeling could be extended

to include topographic and cloud-top height. The

pathlength would then be described for each pixel

and avoid the requirement for a pathlength correc-

tion to be applied during the atmospheric correction

process. These enhancements have the potential to

improve the accuracy of the Rayleigh-corrected re-

flectance, particularly at higher solar and satellite

zenith angles. Adding the capacity to run the Ray-

leigh correction with defined pathlengths would

require an appropriate elevation model and cloud-

height product, many more radiative transfer runs to

be completed (a unique set for each selected path-

length), and an extra dimension added to the lookup

table structure. It is unlikely that the appearance of

the true-color imagery would be largely improved by

including pathlength as an extra variable in the at-

mospheric correction process, except perhaps at the

highest sensor and solar zenith angles. The RTM

output was produced over a wavelength range of 350

to 2550 nm at 1-nm intervals. This allows construc-

tion of lookup tables for any satellite band in this

wavelength region, including Himawari-9 AHI and

AMI if the spectral properties of the band are known.

This could also be adapted for most Earth observa-

tion satellites that sense Earth’s reflected signal.

Utilizing the methods of Miller et al. (2016), it is

possible to produce a hybrid green band which better

matches the chlorophyll peak reflectance around

555 nm. True-color imagery produced from the hybrid

green band more closely resembles imagery from

FIG. 12. (left) The RGB image only and (right) the result of blending in BT data from band 13

for the Himawari scene at 0740 UTC 6 Jun 2016.
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satellite sensors such as MODIS and Landsat-8,

which have a green band centered around 555 nm.

The corrected true-color RGB images will appear

dark and lack contrast, and require brightening and

contrast adjustment to produce vivid true-color im-

ages. Even after Rayleigh correction, edge effects at

high VZA and SZA values persist owing to limita-

tions in the approximations used with the RTM. To

overcome these artifacts, the edges can be blended

toward zero or black. An alternative near the limb is

to blend in uncorrected imagery. An alternative so-

lution for the solar terminator is to blend in bright-

ness temperature information from a band in the

thermal infrared region, such as band 13, providing a

24-h imagery product. High-temporal-resolution an-

imations of the true-color imagery provide a tool

for visualizing rapidly evolving phenomenon such as

bushfires, dust storms, volcanic eruptions, and even

solar eclipses. Here, true-color information provides a

practical means for interpreting the components of the

complex scene. High-temporal-resolution true-color

imagery from Himawari-8 AHI provides a tool for

scientists and forecasters to visualize the dynamic

Earth and has great potential to engage the general

public.
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APPENDIX

Using MODTRAN

The format and nomenclature of the MODTRAN5

inputs and outputs reflect the legacy of the model. The

primary input to the model is a structured ASCII file

called a tape5 file. Each of these tape5 files is separated

into individual cards. The separate cards control model

parameters such as atmosphere type, observational ge-

ometry, output formats, and many other configurable

parameters. While the format and setup of these input

cards is described in the manual, creating these from

scratch is not a simple undertaking. The latest version of

MODTRAN is available with a graphical user interface

and a new input file format [JavaScript Object Notation

(JSON)], which greatly simplifies the process (http://

modtran.spectral.com). The following section will focus

on using MODTRAN output to generate lookup tables.

Once the radiative transfer method has been de-

cided and the radiative transfer model inputs are set,

the only parameters that are changed are 1) the sur-

face reflectance, 2) the VZA, 3) the RA (degrees east

of north), and 4) the SZA. The model is run for surface

reflectance values of 1.0 and 0.5 for each combination

of VZA, RA, and SZA, as the method requires two

runs (with any two surface reflectance values) with the

surface reflectance components cancelled out of the

final calculations. The VZA and SZA are varied from

08 to 858 at 58 increments, with a final increment of 48 to
provide a final zenith angle of 898. The RA is varied

from 08 to 1808 with an increment of 108. This give a

total of 13 718 tape5 files and thus 13 718 MODTRAN5

runs required to build an LUT. This range of geome-

tries covers almost the entire range of observational

geometries a geostationary satellite will see apart

from a very small part at the edge of the Earth disk and

just to the daylight side of the solar terminator. The full

ranges of possible observational geometries forAHI (and

for most other satellite instruments) are covered within

the LUTs, examples of which are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

When MODTRAN is run, several output files are

produced including 7sc files. The 7sc files are config-

urable with the tape5 files so that the resolution and

units of the output can be set. In this application, the

spectral resolution is set to 1 nm, and the units

are mWcm22 sr21 nm21. Several RT parameters are

output for each 1-nm wavelength in the range 350–

2550nm. Once the MODTRAN runs have been com-

pleted and output has been generated, these data are

used as inputs to a radiative transfer equation. The ra-

diative transfer equation is used to calculate the surface

reflectance by the method described in section 4b.

Table A1 shows the corresponding column from the 7sc

file that provides the input for Eqs. (A1)–(A5) as well

as a description of the parameter contained in each

TABLE A1. Terms from Eqs. (A1)–(A5) and the corresponding

column from the MODTRAN5 7sc file.

Term 7sc column Description

Lss(r) 6 Multiscattered solar signal transmitted to

the sensor

LTR(r) 10 Total radiance at the sensor or the sum

of thermal emission, thermal scatter,

surface emission, multiple-scattering,

single-scattering, and ground-reflected

signals

t[dir 2 The direct transmittance from surface to

the sensor

LGR(r) 8 The ground-reflectance signal of the direct

and diffuse solar and diffuse thermal

radiation
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column of the 7sc file. The parameters for the 2 different

MODTRAN runs are denoted by r1 or r2:
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The parameters Lp(0), E
Y
g (0), S, and T[ can now be

substituted into Eq. (1) to calculate a surface reflectance

value.
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